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I've just bought this book and it doesn't have ALL the solutions to the book's problems. It doesn't

even have the solutions to All THE ODD numbered problems. For $40 I think this is a ripoff. This

book wont help the student who need to practice more from exercises, it doesn't really help at all.

Do not purchase this book even if you can find it for a dollar. As many have already mentioned, this

book does not give you the solutions for all of the odd number questions for the text and the few

solutions that it does provide may not even seem obvious to a student struggling with some of the

concepts. I purchased this book last week and was disappointed in how little it actually helped me

understand how to work out some of the problems; however I have just discovered a website that

does provide decent answers to ALL of the odd numbered questions in this text for free and the

even questions if you pay a monthly fee which is very small (plus I think they have instructors to

answer questions), the name of the website is "cramster.com" and I have found it to be a million

times more useful than this crap book.Do not purchase this book, save your money and use

cramster.com.

I bought this thinking I would get more problems from the book worked out so I could learn the steps



to solving some of these monsters. Well, this book is just an abbreviated study tool. Chegg.com is a

much better resource for help with the accompanying physics book. Don't buy this. I have opened it

twice all semester. It is a waste of your money.

Used this to help me with my homework. Does it have a work through for every answer in the book?

No it doesn't, but it does have some of them and more importantly it gives an overview of the

chapter concepts in easier to understand laymans terms. Is it easy to understand? No, it's easier.

It's still physics so don't expect anything to be easy and don't expect the book to do your homework

for you. 5 stars because it did help me pass the class.

Well Written -- Supplements the primary text author well. Contributed to my success in the

calculus-based Physics course I was taking. Could also be useful for graduate Engineers studing for

FE/PE exams. Does NOT provide all the problem solutions. Have to purchase one of the web

access accounts or instructor manual for that.

University Physics is a difficult course. Problems from the book are typically assigned either for a

completion grade or merely for practice. This solutions manual is missing the majority of the

problems. Given its high price and the fact that this is only the first half of the book, I do not

recommend you purchase it.What's even more frustrating is the fact that Pearson actually makes a

significantly better version of it but it is both difficult to find and costs hundreds of dollars. It's called

the "Instructor Solutions Manual for Physics for Scientists & Engineers with Modern Physics".

Everything was almost like I expected - only contains every other odd solution. Fortunately, I found

a PDF of the instructor solution manual online and had every single solution worked out for cheaper

provides really good summaries of the content in the actual textbook. i had taken physics in hs so i

just needed a review and the actual textbook really went over the same stuff in a longer amount of

time. so this was perfect for me, but probably not for someone who wants a complex supplement to

the book. it just summarizes the chapters
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